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With an emphasis on providing
business solutions, Meridian employs
all its experience to ensure that every
project delivers a quality system that
enhances your business performance.

In addition, the speed of response and
ability to produce cost effective results
makes Meridian an automatic choice
for a number of large and small
organisations alike.

Visit our web site and judge for yourself!

bespoke software
Meridian designs and builds bespoke
software and databases for
businesses of any type and size.

Our solutions are tailored to your exact
requirements, and in many cases we
can do so less expensively than off the
shelf software, in-house programmers
or internal IS departments.

What you receive is a completely tailor-
made package that is both branded in
your company style and works in
exactly the way you want it.

Feel free to contact us to discuss your
requirements.

databases
An important aspect of successful
business development is the efficient
handling of your client and business
information.

Meridian offers database design,
development, programming support,
training and consultancy services to
develop interactive database
applications that perform to your
specific business needs and
requirements.

Meridian can help you either redesign
your existing company database or
provide improved front end functionality
to access your current databases in a
more productive manner.

For case studies visit our site:
www.meridiandevelopment.co.uk

Every stage of the
development process
needs to be carefully
monitored, and we stand
by our thorough methods:

01 Identify business
issue

02 Develop concept

03 Speak to Meridian

04 Functional
specification &
prototyping

05 User considerations

06 Reports

07 Storage and
capacity

08 Organisational issues

09 Design

10 Implementation and
testing

11 Training

12 Ongoing support
and development
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our work
process

Access | ASP | Oracle
SQL Server | C++ | VBA
Visual Basic | Java | XML
HTML | JavaScript

tools used

ourdevelopment

Pricing for projects
varies greatly depending
on its complexity and
length. A detailed
specification is written
before commencement
detailing how many days
the project will take.

The price for development
work is £495 per day.

pricing
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our web site
The Meridian web site was created by the web
development team to be quick and easy way to
access information regarding all of Meridian’s
services, and demonstrate our programming and
development skills.

The site contains links to a number of our recent
projects; a great place to start when looking for the
solution to your next IT project.

about meridiandevelopment
Meridian is an independently owned IT Services
company with over 10 years experience. Our
offices in Henley-on-Thames provide the ideal
setting for both our training courses and
development environment.

Our location provides easy access to London and
the M4 corridor, enabling us to work with some of
the biggest companies in the area and recruit
some of the best programmers in the country.

Importantly, we don’t have the cost associated
with working from London and can therefore offer
our expertise at highly competitive rates.

web development
At Meridian we build striking, dynamic
and interactive sites, for organisations
of all kinds. They are clear, well
designed and effective.

The first stage is understanding your
business and expectations from a
web site, followed by a detailed
specification and development of
your site.

The design and technical expertise at
Meridian ensures a visually attractive,
fast downloading site that is clear,
effective and easily navigated.

We are flexible in our approach and
can tailor our service to do as little or
as much as you need. We will offer
design suggestions to give you a
unique look, or maintain your corporate
identity with your own graphics.

To remain effective and get you the
best results, your site must remain up
to date, both in content and style
whilst staying at the top of all search
criteria – a job for Meridian.

For case studies visit our site:
www.meridiandevelopment.co.uk
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small 
web site
approximate cost: 
£1,000 – £3,500

approximate timescales:
1 – 3 Weeks

what you get:
Professional advice on the
best way to promote your
company on the Internet

Detailed written
specification

Web site design consisting
of 5 – 10 pages

Layout of all graphics and
text, including browser safe
colours

E-mail forms to allow
Internet users to contact
you via e-mail

All links and mailto’s 
(e.g. click here to send us
a mail) as necessary

Registration with major
search engines

large 
web site
approximate cost:
£3,500 - £10,000

approximate timescales:
2 – 4 Weeks

what you get:
As above plus:

Complete site design to
reflect your company
image/branding

Up to 50 pages – well
sectioned and easy to
browse

Search engine capabilities
built into your site

Staff training

yourbenefit


